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Feature

Key Trends from CES 2018
CES, the proving ground for next-generation innovations and
breakthrough technologies, gathers the world’s business leaders and
technology innovators annually. This year, it hosted over 4,500 exhibitors,
more than 300 conference sessions, and over 170,000 attendees from 150
countries, forging numerous business and cooperation opportunities.

ITRI attended CES 2018 and identified key tech trends.

ITRI, one of the CES 2018 exhibitors, showcased its innovative
technologies at AI Marketplace (see Spotlight), shining on this global stage.
Analysts from ITRI’s Industrial Economics and Knowledge Center (IEK)
also joined to explore must-see exhibits while identifying key trends of
industry and entrepreneurship. What were some breakthrough
technologies on display? What do they imply? And what features do
startups at CES share? Now find out by clicking below!
Future of Home Entertainment & Smart Living

Innovation in AI & Autonomous Vehicles

Things to Learn from Tech Startups at CES 2018
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Feature

Future of Home Entertainment &
Smart Living
From this year’s battle of the most fascinating displays at CES, IEK Project
Manager Chun-Yuan Hou explored several new technology trends that
possess strong potential in shaping our future home entertainment. In
terms of visual and audio demonstrations, new display technologies such as
Micro-LED TV and QLED TV are enhancing the resolution of TV, and HiFi quality has penetrated into music streaming services such as Tidal and
Qobuz.
Samsung unveiled its MicroLED technology with the new 146” TV simply
named “The Wall”. Its modularity enables giant displays put together with
several panels to be completely borderless. LG contested with its rollable
65” 4K OLED display, possibly the prototype for what all displays might
look like in the near future. Its flexible form factor retracts into a
nondescript base when not in use, offering the ideal solution for more
optimal space management as the market is keen for bigger TVs over time.

Novel displays remain at the heart of CES.

Virtual Reality (VR) was once again a major highlight at CES. The idea of
immersive media has made its name and the market has already demanded
more advanced models. HTC responded with its Vive Pro headset, their
solution to all the shortcomings of its prior model, Vive. The Vive Pro has
greatly improved in resolution and integrated audio, while adding a
wireless adapter to eliminate excessive cables.
As discussed by Intel’s CEO, Brian Krzanich, “The possibilities are endless
with VR technology, and it is still far from reaching its full potential.” Intel
announced its True VR, a technology that captures the entire viewing area
(180° or 360° degrees) and merges the images together for an immersive
experience as if the viewer is physically at the scene. Their partnership with
the recent winter Olympics demonstrated how VR could revolutionize the
traditional viewing experience.
An entirely different approach with VR was demonstrated by the winner of
CES 2018’s Best Startup Awards, a VR company based in Idaho. Its Black
Box VR, basically a reprogrammed HTC Vive that operates in concert with
motorized cable machines, allows users to perform workout sets as part of
the game played inside the VR. A brand new style of workout could be
expected in gyms as soon as this year.
Likewise, other smart living techs attracted plenty of attention at CES 2018
as people are becoming more health conscious. For instance, a battery-free
UV sensor monitors and determines whether the sun exposure is safe for
the user. Audio technology presented this year not only focuses on
entertainment, but also elaborates in a new health-based direction. An inear device, for example, aims to aid particular users with hearing issues like
tinnitus. All smart solutions are designed to make life easier and healthier.
As the designer Yves Béhar says, “An effective design is one that enhances
consumers’ wellbeing without distracting from their everyday lives.”
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Innovation in AI & Autonomous
Vehicles
One major highlight of CES 2018’s AI showcase was the integration of
smart home applications with voice assistants. According to the U.S.
Consumer Technology Sales and Forecast released by the Consumer
Technology Association (CTA)™, revenues of voice-controlled smart
speakers are expected to reach US$3.8 billion in 2018. It can be seen that
every home electronics manufacturer has determined the necessity of voice
assistant integration with their products in order to be successful.
IEK further commented on Google’s ubiquitous presence at this year’s
CES, suggesting that the company is showing its desire to take on the battle
for the lead established by Amazon’s Alexa. In fact, executives from both
companies have discussed their plans about extending the applications of
their voice assistants to other contexts such as workplaces and cars, until
they can seamlessly be available anytime and anywhere.
Another spotlight of AI exhibits at this year’s CES shined on service robots.
LG unveiled its CLOi with its various designs for different commercial
purposes. For example, the Porter Robot, designed to carry luggage and
provide check-in/out services for hotel guests; Serving Robot, designed to
deliver meals and beverages at restaurants; Shopping Cart Robot, designed
as a companion service at supermarkets for consumers to log purchases
and pay through the machine directly. Savioke, a service robot company,
took another approach by performing in action at the Renaissance Hotel
directly adjacent from LVCC where CES was hosted. Its Relay robots
named Elvis and Priscilla had already been on the job for three months,
proving its competitors to be late to the game.
“Despite all the fancy shows service robots have put on at this year’s CES,
the majority of them either lack arms or have no use but to wave,” IEK
Project Manager Chun-Yuan Hou noted. This implies the opportunities for
developing functional arms for AI robots still remain. ITRI’s Intelligent

Vision System for Companion Robots , for instance, can be a
promising technology in this area because of its 3D recognition, eye-hand
coordination, and machine learning capabilities.

Serious competition among this year’s autonomous car exhibits.

CES 2018 also made autonomous cars seem more realistic. Multifunctionality driverless vehicles are being developed to provide services
including ride sharing, meal delivery, and logistics. Lyft, for instance,
offered automated rides for the CES event at Las Vegas, showcasing the
positive impacts on the public. Similarly, car manufacturers such as
Toyota, BMW, and Volkswagen have demonstrated their progress in selfdriving technology. Most of them have taken steps toward integrating the
AI voice assistant solution into the cockpits to achieve hands-free and eyesfree control, by collaborating with either Amazon’s Alexa or the Google
Assistant. Furthermore, while the public remains focused on how
autonomous vehicles will safely transport people, fast food franchises such
as Pizza Hut have begun integrating driverless technology with their
deliveries. The franchise announced its fully autonomous delivery concept
vehicle and partnership with Toyota, demonstrating alternative future
applications of self-driving vehicles.
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Things to Learn from Tech
Startups at CES 2018
Eureka Park, the home for startups at CES, served as a platform for
entrepreneurs to showcase their ingenuity. ITRI’s Industrial Economics
and Knowledge Center (IEK) indicated that the number of startups
participating in this year’s CES hit a new record—over 900 exhibitors from
42 countries. The proportion of European firms was the highest, while the
number of companies attending from Taiwan was near the top, pointing to
the impressive innovation and entrepreneurial energy of Taiwan.

Over 900 startups from all over the world exhibited at Eureka Park this year.

IEK also found that at Eureka Park, smart home-related technologies led
the number of exhibits, followed by mobile applications, with health and
biotechnology in third place. IEK Deputy General Director Jim Chung
analyzed the features of the startups participating in CES 2018 and
discussed the opportunities and challenges faced by startups.
Based on product development strategies, IEK divided the positioning of

startups at CES 2018 into four categories:
1. Developing products by utilizing existing resources
Startups utilize resources already existing in industrial ecosystems, such
as built-in AI processors, voice assistant platforms, high-precision
sensing modules, or array microphones in the development of products.
For instance, the French startup Soben has used existing LiDAR
perceptual computing in the development of autonomous goods delivery
vehicles employed in hospitals, warehouses, and retail stores.
Adding value on existing products to provide unique features
The CES 2018 exhibition featured many innovative products employing
smartphone camera functionality together with an adapter to engage in
sensing and in scanning for the applications of AR or biometric
identification. Unique functions and application services will be
provided with specialized content and apps. One example is the
development of low-cost, high-precision 3D face sensing by U.S. startup
Bellus3D, which can be used with an optical scanner to create a detailed
3D face model in a couple of minutes.
Providing solutions based on the next generation product
roadmaps
Many innovations focus on the needs of mature industries, such as
automobiles and mobile phones. The product evolution roadmaps
provide startups the opportunities with novel approaches. Emotient, for
instance, uses facial recognition software to gather data on emotions,
providing the features of next generation smartphone required by Apple.
Creating crucial value of technological innovation or new
business model
Startups develop innovative technology or brand-new business models
in an attempt to create value and subsequently revolutionize the existing
industry. For example, R-PUR has developed the world’s only antipollution mask that filters out the toxic particles and viruses under
PM2.5 size. The filter material has innovation value and could lead to
major changes in the mask industry.
Watching for the tech trends from CES 2018, IEK observed that voice
interfaces have been entirely integrated into life and that commercial
operation of unmanned vehicles is no longer a dream, with many
application services already emerging. Meanwhile, AR/VR and AI are
accelerating their development in applications and intelligent edge-

computing products. IEK concluded that startups should take advantage of
these opportunities, where the integration of hardware and software is
required, and that mastering data analytics and seeking new business
models are crucial to create blue oceans. “They should hone in on specific
target users or niche markets, addressing customers’ pain points and
exploring innovations, such as those in Baby Tech, Beauty Tech, Sleep
Tech, Sport Tech, and more,” added Chung.
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Spotlight

ITRI’s AI Applications Shine at
CES 2018

ITRI at CES 2018.

ITRI demonstrated its cutting-edge R&D achievements in AI Applications
at CES 2018, Las Vegas, attracting considerable attention from visitors and
top media such as ABC News, BBC News, Associated Press, and CNET.
Attendees from all over the world visited ITRI’s booth to experience its
innovative technologies, including two CES 2018 Innovation Awards
Honorees: Intelligent Vision System (IVS) for Companion Robots and
Handheld Pesticide Residue Detector.
“We are excited to display our cross-disciplinary innovations at CES’ AI
Marketplace this year,” said ITRI Executive Vice President Dr. C.T. Liu.
“This is a phenomenal opportunity for ITRI to showcase to the world its
efforts in hardware-software integration and intelligent system
development.” Dr. Liu stressed that ITRI’s technological advancements are
expected to assist industry in digital transformation and extend Taiwan’s
strengths in manufacturing to forge differentiated AI-enabled services.

ITRI showcased AI applications for CES 2018 at LVCC, South Hall 2, Las
Vegas.

Brian Moon, Vice President, International Sales at Consumer Technology
Association, welcomed ITRI’s presence at CES. “We want to focus on the
Artificial Intelligence (AI) Marketplace because it is such an important and
emerging category for CES, so we want to have special attention and we
thank ITRI for being a part of the first ever AI Marketplace at CES,” said
Moon. He also congratulated ITRI on its two CES 2018 Innovation Awards
Honorees, indicating that they are among the coolest and most innovative
products selected by external judges such as engineers and designers from
hundreds of applications.
ABC News journalist Rebecca Jarvis was excited about her Scrabbleplaying with ITRI’s IVS robot and impressed with its performance of
gripping, moving and interacting with the letter tiles with extreme
precision. Dave Lee, BBC News North America technology reporter,
considered ITRI’s IVS robot the most interesting exhibit among robotic
and AI applications at CES 2018. He conducted a live broadcast on
Facebook, inviting viewers to comment and provide word suggestions. The
video has attracted over 100 thousand views and amusing online
engagement.

Rebecca Jarvis from ABC News played Scrabble with ITRI’s IVS robot.

ITRI’s IVS robot drew numerous CES visitors to play Scrabble at ITRI’s
booth, including 2017 North American SCRABBLE Champion Will
Anderson and Co-President of North American SCRABBLE® Players
Association John Chew, generating a great deal of attention and interaction
on the site.
Besides the Intelligent Vision System for Companion Robots that
can interpret the visual world and learn from experience, ITRI also
showcased the Handheld Pesticide Residue Detector for washing
fruits and vegetables; DeepLook, a cloud-based video analytics
technology to track stolen vehicles or monitor tailgating; RAIBA
(Reconfigurable Array of Inexpensive Batteries Architecture), an intelligent
battery system that reconfigures a battery array to suit specific load
requirements; and STOBA ® (Self-Terminated Oligomer with HyperBranched Architecture), a safety material that prevents lithium-ion battery
explosion. Other exhibits include Genki Bot, which recommends the best
sleep environment parameters for individual users; ITRI MusicAI, which
enables automatic music composition; LIM-3D, a multi-layer 3D antenna
technology; and Optical Camera Communications (OCC) technology,
which utilizes LEDs and smartphone camera to achieve visible light
communications. All of these breakthroughs are the result of crossdisciplinary cooperation, providing comprehensive smart solutions needed
by industry and demonstrating ITRI’s commitment to enhancing industrial

value.
See below to learn more about some of these innovations.
Intelligent Vision System Enables a Robot to Play Scrabble

Handheld Pesticide Residue Detector to Secure Food Safety

Cloud-Based Video Analytics Technology for City Surveillance

Intelligent Battery System Reconfigures Battery Array

Safety Material Prevents Lithium Battery Explosion
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Spotlight

Intelligent Vision System Enables
a Robot to Play Scrabble

ITRI’s Intelligent Vision System (IVS) for Companion Robots.

ITRI’s Intelligent Vision System (IVS) for Companion Robots, a CES 2018
Innovation Awards Honoree, integrates artificial intelligence, 3D vision
recognition, and eye-hand coordination technologies to play Scrabble. This
IVS robot can continuously and in real time interpret the visual world, act
on visual information, and learn from experience. Its consumer application
scenarios include playing board games with people and pouring/refilling
beverages. For industrial settings, the robot can be used to help with
quality assurance or to reduce the time required to change assemblies.
ITRI’s IVS delivers the following technology breakthroughs:
Intelligent Vision Technology and Developmental Learning
Position Detection for perception of objects: In the companionrobot demonstration at CES 2018, the IVS robot can distinguish between
various Scrabble tiles, words, and their locations. It can recognize
individual letters and the words spelled by other players. The same
intelligence applies in various industrial-automation and Industry 4.0

applications; for example, a robot equipped with ITRI’s IVS system could
differentiate objects based on their size, positions, and surface details
even if their dimensional information is similar.
Smart Grip Technology for interaction with objects based on
perception: In addition to perceiving different objects based on size,
shape, color and location, ITRI’s IVS system enables a robot to grip,
move and interact with the objects, while avoiding collisions with other
objects. In the CES 2018 demonstrations, the robot can drive its arms to
grip and move the Scrabble tiles and place them in the correct cells
without dropping them or hitting other tiles.
Deep learning: The IVS system enables a robot to adapt to changing
conditions and act accordingly. In the CES 2018 Scrabble demonstration,
the robot evaluates the random moves of its human opponent and moves
its tiles according to its current abilities. It verifies spelling through visual
input and the dictionary of its game engine, and chooses the spelling that
scores highest from possible combinations.
With the above capabilities, ITRI’s IVS can lead to enjoyable human-robot
interaction and can have great potential in both consumer and industrial
environments, such as companion robots, random bin picking, automated
loading and unloading, automated inspections, and more. ITRI’s IVS robot
can be an ideal working partner or companion for humans, while fulfilling
the needs for smart homes and Industry 4.0.
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Spotlight

Handheld Pesticide Residue
Detector to Secure Food Safety

ITRI’s Handheld Pesticide Residue Detector.

ITRI’s Handheld Pesticide Residue Detector, a CES 2018 Innovation
Awards Honoree, is a portable device that can determine whether pesticide
residues are within a safe range when washing fruits or vegetables. It is a
breakthrough in pesticide detection for consumer use, because, until now,
pesticide detection was available only through commercial laboratories.
The Handheld Pesticide Residue Detector is easy to operate and read. The
user pushes one button to activate the detector, and places the detector in
water with the fruits or vegetables. The detector displays lights on the
wireless charger indicating results. A red flashing light indicates danger,
meaning further washing is needed; a yellow flashing light displays while
washing is in progress; and a green flashing light signals that washing is
complete.
The Handheld Pesticide Residue Detector includes patented technology
innovations that make the portable, affordable, real-time pesticide residue
detector possible. It employs a “Fabry-Perot Detection Spectrum System”

and a “Dynamic Degradative Algorithm.”
Fabry-Perot Detection Spectrum System
ITRI designed a chip based on the Fabry-Perot spectrum filter, covering
multispectral absorption frequency bands of commonly used pesticides,
to calculate key pesticide concentrations. Conventional optical grating for
beam splitting often requires matching linear array light sensors, such as
charge-coupled devices (CCDs) or contact image sensors (CISs),
accompanied by higher-cost reading circuits and modules. However, the
Fabry-Perot device for the conduction of beam splitting requires only one
light sensor (e.g. a photodiode sensor). This not only significantly
reduces system size but also decreases production cost, while enhancing
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of light signals. Moreover, the FabryPerot component is more durable against vibration or collision than
conventional systems.
Dynamic Degradative Algorithm
The content of the pesticide varies based on washing time for different
fruits and vegetables. Therefore, ITRI’s dynamic degradative algorithm
was developed for real-time monitoring of the pesticide washing process.
The system automatically decides whether the pesticide concentration
level falls within the safety range. This algorithm effectively detects
interfering sources during washing, such as water from different sources,
or the presence of a fruit and vegetable cleanser (e.g. baking soda);
making it easy to introduce into various household scenarios.
Currently ITRI’s Handheld Pesticide Residue Detector can detect eight
washable pesticides from the top 10 pesticide ranking lists in the U.S. and
China. If used in tandem with specialized fruit and vegetable cleansers, it
can also detect fat-soluble pesticides up to a 0.5 parts-per-million (ppm)
detection limit.
In sum, the development of this device offers a solution to improving food
safety. With this device, users can clearly know in real time whether their
washing is enough to clean the fruits and vegetables and no longer need to
worry about consuming food that contains excessive pesticide residues.
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Spotlight

Cloud-Based Video Analytics
Technology for City Surveillance

DeepLook is a large-scale cloud-based video analytics technology that
integrates video streaming and computing resources.

ITRI showcased its game-changing technology for city security
surveillance, DeepLook, at CES 2018. DeepLook is a large-scale cloudbased video analytics technology that integrates video streaming and
computing resources. It monitors traffic activities so that public safety and
law enforcement agencies can respond rapidly to reported incidents.
DeepLook enables license plate recognition, video condensation, and
camera network monitoring. It leverages existing video surveillance
infrastructure and incorporates cloud computing capabilities to enhance
scalability and flexibility of incident analysis, and mass-scale video
analysis, condensation, and summarization.
DeepLook is designed with a platform-as-a-service (PaaS) architecture and
features a variety of VA/AI/DNN engines, an intuitive plug-and-play user
interface, a cloud-native deployment, and a malleable cloud platform. It
can integrate in seconds any video or image analysis engines (including the
GPU supported AI/DNN model), and it automates and transforms time-

and resource-intensive chores into ready information that field officers can
use. For instance, an image sharpness detection model can help manage a
surveillance network, ensuring all video recordings are clear enough for
immediate interpretation. Furthermore, DeepLook can be extended to
support various kinds of identification engines and expanded to support
many applications.
Potential applications of DeepLook include vehicle tracking, tailgating
detection, suspicious activity monitoring, automatic license plate
identification, and camera network health status management. To date,
DeepLook has been deployed by several regional police stations in Taiwan
to support their investigation tasks, for example, tracking stolen cars and
those associated with traffic accidents or violations. It has become an
effective tool to accelerate the image identification process and thus reduce
the work load of the police. It is expected that in the future DeepLook can
be adopted when local governments build their video surveillance
infrastructure, helping fight crime and improve city safety.
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Spotlight

Intelligent Battery System
Reconfigures Battery Array

RAIBA is a smart battery-array management system that maximizes the
utilization of battery modules.

RAIBA (Reconfigurable Array of Inexpensive Batteries Architecture) is an
intelligent battery-array management system applied in energy storage
systems and electric-vehicle battery arrays. RAIBA features artificialintelligence diagnostic and system-management software that, before and
during operation, analyzes the composition of a battery array, simulates
possible configurations, chooses and implements the best configuration to
suit load requirements, bypasses depleted cells, and ensures optimal array
operation and charge/discharge cycles.
RAIBA supports heterogeneous battery modules including new and old
ones and even lithium-ion and lead-acid batteries in the same array. It also
supports traditional homogeneous battery modules including the same
battery age and type. It reduces system-level decay by 51% and extends
system runtime by 90% for a set of heterogeneous 20-battery modules with
capacity ranging from 1.5 to 4 Ah. RAIBA adds fail-safe and failoperational functionalities to a battery system by dynamically

reconfiguring the array to bypass modules nearing depletion, avoiding the
shutdown occurring in traditional battery arrays when one module stops
performing. By supporting a mix of old, new and heterogeneous battery
modules in a large-scale green power storage system, RAIBA contributes to
environmental protection and a sharing and circular economy through
extending battery life and re-use. By not requiring a homogeneous array of
new battery cells, RAIBA reduces the initial construction cost and total cost
of ownership of energy storage systems by more than 50%.
RAIBA manages a battery array first by diagnostics, learning the
electrochemical behaviors and other properties such as age of each module
before charging and before use. After the initial diagnostic analysis,
RAIBA’s AI system software dynamically simulates feasible configurations
based on cell characteristics and system load requirements. It chooses the
best configuration to serve specific loads based on the capacities and
characteristics of modules, and immediately bypasses modules, if required,
before use.
During use, RAIBA continually monitors the performance of all modules,
maximizes the utilization of all modules by dynamically configuring to
serve load requirement, and bypasses modules only when they are
depleted or close to a constraint. When multiple modules are depleted, the
system still will function at full potential because RAIBA transfers the
required load to other performing modules. RAIBA’s real-time AI system
management software also extends and optimizes charge/discharge cycles,
because it ensures optimal utilization before requiring a recharge. RAIBA’s
system management software provides preventative maintenance and
maximum uptime through dynamic resource monitoring and allocation,
avoiding the fixed connections, performance bottlenecks and system
failures of traditional battery arrays.
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Spotlight

Safety Material Prevents Lithium
Battery Explosion

STOBA ® is the only technology preventing internal short circuits caused by
the overheating of Li-ion batteries.

Li-ion batteries are often the most unstable electronic component of
devices such as smartphones, laptops, and electric vehicles, as they may
overheat under abnormal conditions such as excessive impact and piercing,
which has caused many well-documented consumer-device fires and
explosions. STOBA® (Self-Terminated Oligomer with Hyper-Branched
Architecture), a battery safety material, can reduce the fire hazard of Li-ion
batteries by preventing internal short circuits caused by the overheating of
Li-ion batteries.
Li-ion battery fires and explosions occur when overheating melts the
separator between the anode and cathode, causing an internal short circuit.
Under increased temperature, the hyper-branched polymer STOBA ® has a
unique characteristic: it grows in volume and structural complexity. Added
to Li-ion batteries, STOBA® is able to form a protective film providing two

lines of defense against fires and explosions: when a battery heats
excessively (> 150 ℃) due to external impact or piercing, the end points of
the STOBA® polymer’s branched structure react together to form a crosslinking three-dimensional network acting as a physical barrier insulating
the anode and cathode, decreasing both electric and ionic conductivity and
suppressing thermal runaway. At the same time, STOBA ® efficiently
scavenges free radicals and suppresses oxygen release to shut down the
thermal runaway process. The combination of these two effects virtually
eliminates the risk of fire and explosion.
STOBA® has passed mandatory shorting and piercing experiments
conducted by battery manufacturers in Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea.
The intensive nail penetration and impact tests confirmed STOBA ® ’s
effectiveness in preventing internal shorting and overheating in Li-ion
batteries.
STOBA® is currently available in chemical and battery cell production in
Japan and Taiwan, and has been granted seven patents in the United
States. Based on the concept of STOBA ® , ITRI has also developed a novel
technology called “ChemSEI-Linker”. This 2017 R&D 100 Award winner
can stabilize electrode composition and structure, increasing battery life by
up to 100 percent. ChemSEI-Linker has been licensed to TAIWAN STOBA
ELECTRODE Co. (TSEC), providing ChemSEI-Linker-embedded
electrodes to battery makers and reducing the cost and time of high-safety
electrode fabrication.
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R&D Focus

New Serum Unveiled to Fight Skin
Aging
MMpH+, a key ingredient used in encapsulating cancer drugs, was found
to have new applications in skin care by ITRI researchers. They discovered
its benefits in protecting collagen and as a moisturizer to prevent wrinkles,
subsequently transferring this technology to DFON Biomedical Technology
Inc., the first beauty care startup of ITRI. In early March of 2018, the
company officially marked its inauguration and launched the fourth
generation anti-aging formula Enzyme Secret AP-I, which provides
comprehensive skin protection from the effects of aging, environmental
factors, and sun damage.

ITRI Commercialization and Industry Service Center General Director JiaMing Liu (third left) and DFON Biomedical Founder and CEO Joshua Lai
(third right) at the press conference.

DFON Biomedical Technology Founder and CEO Joshua Lai commented
that other skin care products focus on stimulating collagen generation but
neglect the importance of decelerating the loss of collagen, which is the key
in turning back the skin aging process. DFON’s Enzyme Secret AP-I, he

stressed, not only is easily absorbed by the skin, but also can balance
MMPs enzymes and key G enzymes, helping to restore the skin’s elasticity
and radiance. Working to return luster to the skin, the product also
addresses the loss of elastin triggered by damage due to sunlight exposure.
Enzyme Secret serum helps to retain collagen content, and human clinical
trials indicate a reduction in the size of pores, along with increased
smoothness and tightness in the skin. The appearance of wrinkles is
improved and the aging of skin delayed. With its R&D expertise, DFON
was selected to enter the Paris&Co business acceleration program. During
a six-month trial operation, it sold over 1,000 units of its products. Even
Jeanine (Chin Hsi), a Paris-based supermodel, has become a fan of its
products. This September DFON’s products are expected to hit the shelves
of France’s pharmacy channel.
ITRI Commercialization and Industry Service Center General Director JiaMing Liu remarked that ITRI has consistently sought to nurture and
incubate startup businesses to commercialize its R&D achievements. In
this process, it engages in business planning and investment assessment
for these enterprises. DFON, he said, not only is ITRI’s first beauty care
startup, but also in 2017 was selected to join Paris&Co, an economic
development and innovation agency. With assistance from the French
government, participants in Paris&Co have the opportunity to forge
business relationships with and earn support from major corporations and
venture capital banks in France, he said.
According to ITRI’s Industrial Economics and Knowledge Center, a
Euromonitor report shows that the global beauty and personal care
market, which stood at NT$426 billion in 2015, is expected to expand to
over NT$546.5 billion in 2020, with a compound annual growth of 5.1%.
Local cosmetics brands have also increasingly taken root in recent years. As
statistics from the Ministry of Economic Affairs show, Taiwan’s cosmetics
product exports hit a new high of US$730 million in 2017, rising 13% over
the previous year. This suggests growing international interest in Taiwan’s
cosmetics brands and the great potential of companies such as DFON in
tapping into the international market.

DFON’s fourth generation anti-aging formula Enzyme Secret AP-I.

About MMpH+ Active Ingredient in Collagen Regeneration
MMpH+ is a small molecule hyaluronic acid package material
developed by ITRI that was originally used to wrap colorectal cancer
agents. This ingredient enabled the drug to be delivered to the cancer
cells before the agent was released and thus alleviated concerns of the
drug harming healthy body tissue. MMpH+ can inhibit MMP. MMP
breaks down the collagen at the dermis layer, and when an individual
is unable to replenish collagen fast enough, dermal tissue collapses,
resulting in wrinkles. MMpH+ can protect collagen so MMP
degradation does not occur, thereby keeping the skin well hydrated
and preventing wrinkles. MMpH+ is the key ingredient in DFON’s
skin care products, and it has already passed many international tests
to verify its efficacy and safety, as well as international equipment
inspections.

About DFON Biomedical Technology Inc.
DFON spun off from ITRI in December 2016 and commenced trial
operation in the spring of 2017. The R&D team from DFON was
comprised of ITRI’s experts in biotech, formulation, and materials
and dermatologist consultants. The guiding principle behind DFON is
to create safe and effective products with rigorous scientific research
and verification. Over the past two years, DFON has exhibited its

product at the annual Cosmetic 360 innovations and solutions
exhibition in France. In the future, the company will continue to build
on this momentum and tap into resources from Paris&Co to make
France its hub from which to branch out into the rest of the world.
DFON presently plans to launch its French cosmeceutical project with
its Enzyme Secret AP-I anti-aging serum and anticipates having its
products on the shelves of pharmacy channel by this September,
following which it will expand its reach to Asia and the Americas
through local distributors, demonstrating the R&D capabilities and
international competitiveness of Taiwan’s cosmetics and skin care
products. More information about DFON is available at:
https://www.dermafountain.com.
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R&D Focus

3D Additive Manufactured Implants
for Bone Fusion
Multidisciplinary integration
and cooperation in ITRI make it
possible to produce bionic bone
with 3D additive manufacturing
(AM) technology. With AM, a
variety of bone fixation and
prosthesis devices can be
customized to meet patients’
personalized demand. In 2016,
the AM process and microstructure design technologies for
bone regeneration were
transferred to a biotech startup.
The R&D team from ITRI also
3D additive manufactured (AM) cages for
repairing intervertebral disc disorders.

won the 2017 National
Innovation Award.

So what do ITRI’s 3D-printed bone materials feature? Traditional bone
materials are solid and heavy, which can easily cause secondary damage
when implanted in the body and thus may discourage patients from
deciding to undergo a bone graft. ITRI’s bionic bone material, however,
can facilitate the regeneration of human tissues and can be easily fused
with bones. It is more hydrophilic and lightweight, with a hollow and
porous structure. In addition, this solution allows for custom design and
only requires minimally invasive surgery.
Currently, ITRI is assisting domestic manufacturers in developing 3Dprinted interbody cages. Such cages can be used in lumbar interbody fusion
surgery performed in patients with degenerative spine disease, who will
recover faster after surgery than those using traditional interbody cages.

Better bone integration will then help them to resume their normal life
sooner. It is expected that the 3D-printed interbody cages will pass GMP
certification in the middle of next year, and hit the market late next year.
According to ITRI’s Industrial Economics and Knowledge Center (IEK),
the revenue generated by the global orthopedic device market was US$38.4
billion in 2017, and is expected to reach US$43.31 billion in 2020. The
overall compound annual growth rate will reach 3.8%. Dr. Chii-Wann Lin,
General Director of ITRI’s Biomedical Technology and Device Research
Laboratories, pointed out that ITRI has worked with academia to develop
innovative and advanced technology, helping Taiwan’s biomedical industry
expand its share of the orthopedic device market. The R&D chain formed
by ITRI involves the integration of 3D printing, material and biomedical
technologies, all of which are patented technologies developed in Taiwan.
Moreover, it takes only 8 to 12 hours to produce a 3D-printed bone
material product, which not only saves hospital resources, but also
provides patients with convenient and high-quality healthcare service,
creating a win-win-win situation for the biomedical device industry,
physicians, and patients.
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Collaboration

Teaming up with MediaTek to
Develop 5G

ITRI and MediaTek joined forces in 5G technology R&D, moving toward the
goal of 5G network commercialization by 2020.

ITRI and MediaTek are collaborating to develop and provide globally
leading 5G solutions by combining their essential innovation capability and
leadership in global chip design. Starting from 2015, both parties have
made breakthroughs in developing B4G/5G key technologies, including
LTE/Wi-Fi Aggregation (LWA) technology that helps to increase user’s
transmission bandwidth, 38/39 GHz millimeter wave (mmWave) Radio
Access Technology (RAT) that resolves the problems encountered in
transmission at higher bands, as well as the multi-user superposition
transmission (MUST) technology that enhances the multi-user
transmission capacity with coordinated interference mitigation. Since then,
both parties have been active in jointly developing 5G technologies and
building up a self-sustained 5G ecosystem in local industry, making
headway for Taiwan to enter the 5G global market in early stage, enabling
commercialization of 5G network services by 2020.

To resolve transmission problems with 5G networks at higher frequency,
ITRI and MediaTek have focused on the 38/39 GHz band and taken
initiative to develop associated key technologies such as beam-forming,
beam-tracking, and antenna array. With these technologies, peak data rate
of up to 1 Gbps can be reached, mobility over 100 km/hr can be supported,
and transmission range of 100-200 meters can be covered. In early 2017,
ITRI and MediaTek demonstrated the world’s first prototype system of 5G
small cells equipped with dual connectivity capability by integrating both
LTE at sub-6GHz band and new radio access technology at 38/39 GHz
band.
Facing the urgent problem of system capacity shortage by operator, LWA
technology allows increasing transmission throughput of mobile devices by
fully utilizing transmission via LTE and Wi-Fi networks whenever possible,
without causing extra increase in deployment and operation costs. As soon
as the specification of release 13 was ratified in 3GPP by end of 2016, the
related interoperability tests among ITRI’s small cells and HTC’s handsets
embedded with MediaTek’s chipset were completed in the test field of
Chunghwa Telecom (CHT), making CHT the world’s first operator that
provides commercial grade LWA system and launches the pioneering
“LWA 4G + Wi-Fi high speed network services”.
Dr. Tzi-Cker Chiueh, General Director of ITRI’s Information and
Communications Research Laboratories, commented on ITRI’s close
partnership with MediaTek. “At the Mobile World Congress 2016, we
worked together to demonstrate the globally leading LWA system with
throughput up to 700 Mbps. In 2017, we cooperated again to release the
globally first prototype system for 4G+5G dual mode small cell that
integrates both LTE and 38/39 GHz mmWave RAT. By such cooperation,
we’ve made breakthroughs in new radio access technologies, demonstrating
mutual R&D capabilities in 5G era.”
To realize a non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) system with new air
interface before 5G standards are to be ratified by 2018, ITRI and
MediaTek further co-developed key technologies such as MUST and Multiuser Interference Cancellation (MUIC). Assisted by ITRI-provided
scheduling technology for NOMA as well as the trial field environment,
MediaTek completed all functional and performance tests. In comparison
to 4G system, 10-40% improvement in spectrum efficiency has been
observed during the trial. In some specific test cases, this figure can even be

increased by up to 140%.
Kevin Jou, Corporate Senior Vice President & CTO of MediaTek, indicated
that ITRI has been MediaTek’s important R&D partner and highlighted
that MediaTek is a global leader in successfully applying MUIC technology
to cell phone receivers. “By utilizing the test environment with small cell
provided by ITRI, MediaTek successfully completed in time the required
verification on smart phone embedded with MUST technology, thereby
laying a firm foundation to further commercialize its 5G network services,”
he said.
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Activity

ITRI GuangFu Innovation Campus
Opens
Co-Creation Model to Foster Innovative R&D, Industrialization &
Clustering
ITRI GuangFu Innovation Campus in December 2017 unveiled its new
building, the Cross-Discipline Intelligent Systems Center, and broke
ground on another, the Design Innovation Center. On the day of the
building unveiling ceremony, ITRI presented three innovation-oriented
laboratories in the Cross-Discipline Intelligent Systems Center—
Laboratories of Novel Materials Development and Verification for
Seawater Desalination and Water Reclamation, Smart Clinic, and AM
(Additive Manufacturing) as a Service. These labs showcase the joint
efforts by ITRI and the industrial and academic sectors in the development
of leading-edge intelligent systems and demonstrate how ITRI GuangFu
Innovation Campus can stimulate cross-disciplinary innovation.

The Cross-Discipline Intelligent Systems Center.

ITRI Chairman Chih-Kung Lee remarked that the future of Taiwan
industry will not center only on contract manufacturing. Rather, industry
will focus on providing customers with high-value system solutions,
including hardware-software integration and tapping resources from
multiple disciplines. ITRI GuangFu Innovation Campus will provide
universities and enterprises with a brand new innovation-oriented testing
ground. The development of smart medical devices and intelligent lighting
systems, combined with a number of R&D achievements of ITRI’s Open
Innovation Service Platform will set the groundwork for Taiwan’s
industrial transformation, he said.
Then-President of ITRI Jonq-Min Liu commented that ITRI wants to take
advantage of the location of ITRI GuangFu Innovation Campus to further
optimize the existing innovation ecosystem and foster the development of

Hsinchu as an internationally renowned city that enables the world to
sense Taiwan’s innovative power. The Campus will serve as the axis around
which ITRI will promote cross-disciplinary innovation and will encourage
the “Co-Creation” collaboration model to form a unique innovation cluster
and ecosystem. The Campus, he added, is poised to attract world-class
talent and resources, engage in state-of-the-art R&D, and enhance
industrial competitiveness.
Top professors, students, companies, and hospitals have been invited to
jointly participate in this multi-faceted facility. Multiple co-creation
projects are already being carried out, with 120 master’s degree and PhD
students and 40 professors from 25 departments of nine universities,
including National Tsing Hua University, National Chiao Tung University,
the Hsinchu Science Park, Mackay Memorial Hospital, Advantech Co., Ltd.,
and HAITEC, along with 15 cooperating companies involved so far.
A number of important R&D topics that will impact Taiwan’s industrial
development have been selected, such as intelligent vision systems,
intelligent hospital lighting systems, automated driving vehicle systems,
water treatment systems, smart shops, virtual information security
systems, sub-THz high frequency transmission systems, and AM as a
Service System. ITRI’s goal is within the next two years to spin off
companies integrating ITRI’s innovative technology and the domain
knowledge of its collaborative partners. This will assist Taiwan enterprises
in rapidly carrying out their digital transformation, increasing the valueadded of their research, and creating even more and bigger success stories.
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Activity

ITRI Named a 2017 Clarivate
Analytics Top 100 Global Innovator

ITRI was named a 2017 Clarivate Analytics Top 100 Global Innovator! The
annual report highlights the most successful organizations in the world that
are active in innovation through research and development, protection of
their IP and the achievement of commercial success. ITRI has made the list
on par with international companies such as Amazon, Apple, Facebook,
and Google. This suggests ITRI’s efforts in strengthening its R&D
innovation capacity have earned a global presence. Amongst the top 100,
ITRI, Fraunhofer, and the French Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy
Commission are the only three government-sponsored research
institutions. In addition, ITRI and Hon Hai are the only two organizations
in Taiwan to win this honor for 2017.
Placement on the list has become the standard measure for innovation
across the world and is recognized as a significant achievement for those
who are named. Clarivate Analytics is celebrating innovative businesses
which are prioritizing investment in unique and enduring inventions.

These organizations are solidifying their position by successfully bringing
patents to market and enjoying global commercial potential.
Up to date, ITRI has accumulated 28,598 patents, 98% of which are
invention patents. It is also active in licensing its technologies to industry
and delivering high-quality patent portfolios that involve cross-disciplinary
technology innovation. The report shows that ITRI has excellent
performance in Influence and has made great progress in Globalization,
implying the great impact of its R&D capacity and the substantial global
reach of its patent portfolios.
“This is the second time that ITRI has been selected as a Top 100 Global
Innovator since 2014, which means that ITRI’s constant efforts in
technology innovation and protection of our IP have been recognized,” said
Dr. Jonq-Min Liu, then the ITRI President. “We’re glad to receive this
honor and will keep developing cross-disciplinary innovation.” He added
that ITRI’s newly-launched GuangFu Innovation Campus is an example of
a Co-Creation model that leverages the talent and resources of nearby
academic and industrial communities. “It is like making stone soup,” said
Dr. Liu. He hopes that ITRI can play a leading role in integrating
collaborative efforts to forge a technology cluster and thereby demonstrate
Taiwan’s innovation power.
Daniel Videtto, President of IP & Standards at Clarivate Analytics said, “As
the world experiences geopolitical shifts and significant economic change,
the one constant that enables leaders to weather volatility is a laser focus
on innovation. It helps develop competitive advantage, leading to the
creation of sustainable economies that make possible societal
improvements and the enhanced wellbeing of citizens.”
The organizations in the 2017 Top 100 represent three continents and 11
different markets, with major innovation hubs Japan and the USA
accounting for 75% of the list. Eighty-five of the 2017 Top 100 Global
Innovators also appeared on the 2016 list, and six are new to the report.
The 2017 Clarivate Analytics Top 100 Global Innovator methodology is
based on four principal criteria: overall patent volume, patent applicationto-grant success rate, global reach of the portfolio and patent influence as
evidenced by citations. The peer-reviewed methodology was executed
using Clarivate solutions including Derwent World Patents Index (DWPI).
The index provides editorially enhanced, authoritative and accurate patent

data, and is trusted by more than 40 patent offices worldwide.
To view the full list and report on the 2017 Clarivate Analytics Top 100
Global Innovator program, go to http://top100innovators.clarivate.com/.

Clarivate Analytics is the global leader in providing trusted insights
and analytics to accelerate the pace of innovation. Building on a
heritage going back more than a century and a half, we have built
some of the most trusted brands across the innovation lifecycle,
including Web of Science, Cortellis, Derwent, CompuMark,
MarkMonitor and Techstreet. Today, Clarivate Analytics is a new and
independent company on a bold entrepreneurial mission to help our
clients radically reduce the time from new ideas to life-changing
innovations. For more information, please visit clarivate.com.
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